
LOOSE LAY VINYL FLOOR TILES



Aesthetics and practicality are key when selecting a suitable floorcovering, and high-traffic commercial interiors require the ultimate 
expressions of both. The Expona SimpLay collection of loose lay vinyl tiles and planks offer authentic reproductions of beautiful natural 
materials presented in an adhesive-free product designed to reduce installation time.

As Expona SimpLay can be installed over many different types of existing floorcoverings, subfloor preparation is significantly reduced making 
it a practical choice for many heavy commercial applications including office and retail sectors, and because it is loose lay each plank or tile 
can be installed, lifted and reinstalled elsewhere without leaving any residue.

This highly durable product is 100% recyclable and features a hygienic polyurethane reinforcement (PUR) to protect the floor and reduce 
ongoing maintenance costs.

The choice is simple
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White Rustic Pine

plank w/l 177.8 x 1219.2mm2513 White Rustic Pine

plank w/l 177.8 x 1219.2mm2514 Natural Rustic Pine

■ Format sizes in mm  

■ Surface embossing: Rustic wood structure

1219 17
8

Beautifully capturing the coarse grain texture, knots and cracks of rustic 
wood planks, this collection of pine designs in cool neutral shades offers a 
contemporary twist on a wood species traditionally used in commercial interiors.  

Natural Rustic Pine
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Medium Classic Oak

2520 Light Classic Oak

2503 American Oak2521 Medium Classic Oak plank w/l 185 x 1505mm

plank w/l 185 x 1505mm

plank w/l 177.8 x 1219.2mm

■ Format sizes in mm  

■ Surface embossing: Fine wood structure

1219 17
8

■ Format sizes in mm  

■ Surface embossing: Fine wood structure

1505 18
5

The beauty and simplicity of these traditional oak plank designs, continue to be 
firm favourites within commercial installations due to their calming warm tones 
and familiar decoration. The larger plank format and bevelled edges add to the 
authenticity of the planks.  

American Oak
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plank w/l 177.8 x 1219.2mm2500 Rich Oak

plank w/l 177.8 x 1219.2mm2502 Natural Oak

■ Format sizes in mm  

■ Surface embossing: Fine wood structure

1219 17
8

By focusing on the intricacy and individualism of the wood grain, and combining 
it with deep lively auburn tones, the depth of character and strength within 
these oak designs has been beautifully replicated and finished with an authentic 
surface texture.

Rich Oak

Rich Oak
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plank w/l 177.8 x 1219.2mm2517 Natural Rustic Oak

plank w/l 177.8 x 1219.2mm2516 Grey Rustic Oak

plank w/l 177.8 x 1219.2mm2515 Brown Rustic Oak plank w/l 177.8 x 1219.2mm2508 Golden Rustic Oak

■ Format sizes in mm  

■ Surface embossing: Rustic wood structure

1219 17
8 Here we feature the more traditional, ever popular, warm oak tones in reclaimed 

rustic planks. The open, lively grain patterning combined with a heavy surface 
texture gives the flooring weight and a sense of history in its appearance. 

Natural Rustic Oak
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plank w/l 177.8 x 1219.2mm2507 Blond Country Oak

plank w/l 177.8 x 1219.2mm2506 Grey Country Oak

■ Format sizes in mm  

■ Surface embossing: Rustic wood structure

1219 17
8

Typically found in country style interiors, this rural weathered floorcovering 
has been given a modern appearance by using cooler tones to bring the grain 
detailing to life. Together with the slimmer plank format, this collection of 
planks is perfectly suited to a contemporary office installation.    

plank w/l 177.8 x 1219.2mm2505 Dark Country Oak

Dark Country Oak

Blond Country Oak
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plank w/l 177.8 x 1219.2mm2511 Natural Ash

plank w/l 177.8 x 1219.2mm2512 Grey Ash

■ Format sizes in mm  

■ Surface embossing: Fine wood structure

1219 17
8

The beautiful elongated grain, simplicity and subtle tonal qualities of ash 
planks have made it increasingly popular in commercial interiors due to its 
sophisticated appearance and smooth finish. These Grey and Natural shades 
compliment the slim plank format, whilst the bevelled edges adds authenticity 
to the designs.   

Grey Ash

Natural Ash
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plank w/l 177.8 x 1219.2mm2501 Light Cherryplank w/l 177.8 x 1219.2mm2504 Rich Walnut

■ Format sizes in mm  

■ Surface embossing: Fine wood structure

1219 17
8 Traditionally used in furniture and interior fixtures, both Walnut and Cherry 

wood species are rich in colour, grain patterning and character. The subtle 
tonal differences within each plank creates a classic, striking effect, further 
emphasised with the addition of bevelled edges.

Rich Walnut

Light Cherry
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plank w/l 177.8 x 1219.2mm2510 Dark Grey Fineline

plank w/l 177.8 x 1219.2mm2509 Light Grey Fineline

■ Format sizes in mm  

■ Surface embossing: Fine wood structure

1219 17
8

The elegant directional grain patterning of these Fineline wood designs, 
together with the various cool grey tones within each plank creates a 
modernistic, abstract effect further emphasised by the linear surface texture.       

Light Grey Fineline

Dark Grey Fineline
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■ Format sizes in mm  

■ Surface embossing: Rustic wood structure

plank w/l 185 x 1505mm2518 Grey Mystique Wood

1505 18
5

plank w/l 185 x 1505mm2519 Brown Mystique Wood

The dramatic grain patterning and cross sawn surface texture on these Mystique 
Wood planks suggests an aged, industrial timber that has been weathered over 
the years. The intense rich chestnut shades and knots in Brown Mystique Wood 
are suited to the salvaged look, whilst the colouring of Grey Mystique Wood can 
complement sleek, contemporary interiors. 

Brown Mystique Wood

Grey Mystique Wood
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STONE 
& EFFECTDark Grey  Concrete



tile w/l 600 x 600mm2566 Cold Grey Concrete

tile w/l 600 x 600mm2568 Warm Grey Concrete

tile w/l 600 x 600mm2569 Dark Grey Concrete tile w/l 600 x 600mm2567 Light Grey Concrete

600

60
0

■ Format sizes in mm

■ Surface embossing: Fine stone structure

Providing a neural, polished surface that complements a variety of fixtures, 
fittings and textures, this cohesive collection of cool grey concrete tiles  
features subtle tonal variations and a finely detailed surface texture.

Light Grey Concrete
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457

45
7

■ Format sizes in mm

■ Surface embossing: Fine stone structure

17
8

Departing from the traditional grey concrete tones on the previous pages, Limed 
Concrete and Black Concrete create the effect of light and dark stone surfaces, 
whilst capturing the smooth polished finish of poured concrete tiles. Use 
individually or together to create a striking design floor.   

tile w/l 457.2 x 457.2mm2541 Black Concrete

tile w/l 457.2 x 457.2mm2540 Limed Concrete

Limed Concrete

Limed Concrete & Black Concrete
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457

45
7

■ Format sizes in mm

■ Surface embossing: Fine stone structure

Traditional limestone tiles have remained a popular choice for large scale 
commercial interiors due to the tonal variations and lively decoration. The 
Expona SimpLay collection of Limestone tiles offer an array of beautifully 
replicated designs in neutral shades that can be combined with an assortment 
of furnishings.  

tile w/l 457.2 x 457.2mm2543 Jerusalem Limestone

tile w/l 457.2 x 457.2mm2542 Champagne Limestone

tile w/l 457.2 x 457.2mm2544 Cathedral Limestone tile w/l 457.2 x 457.2mm2545 Ground Limestone

Jerusalem Limestone & Ground Limestone
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■ Format sizes in mm

■ Surface embossing: Grey Sandstone, Fine stone structure

      Slate, Slate structure
457

45
7

tile w/l 457.2 x 457.2mmtile w/l 457.2 x 457.2mm2560 Slate 2561 Grey Sandstone

The timeless elegance of natural slate and sandstone have been beautifully 
captured in each of these designs, supported by authentic surface textures  
and the high level of clarity in decoration and tonal variation. Depicted in  
classic colourways, Slate and Grey Sandstone can be used in a range of 
functional environments.   

Slate

Grey Sandstone
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457

45
7

■ Format sizes in mm

■ Surface embossing: Fine stone structure

tile w/l 457.2 x 457.2mm2547 Charcoal Weave

tile w/l 457.2 x 457.2mm2546 Porcelain Weave

Drawing inspiration from natural textiles and materials, these weave designs 
offer a minimal yet effective floor finish. The simplistic colourways combined 
with the irregularities of the grid pattern creates subtle movement within  
each tile.

Charcoal Weave

Porcelain Weave & Charcoal Weave
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■ Format sizes in mm

■ Surface embossing: Leather structure

tile w/l 457.2 x 457.2mm2565 Dark Grey Leather

tile w/l 457.2 x 457.2mm2564 Brown Leather

457

45
7

The indulgent luxury of real leather furnishings has now been captured in these 
highly authentic leather effect tiles. With the addition of a faithfully reproduced 
leather surface texture, both the Brown and Dark Grey options deliver a distinct 
interior style that will make any installation stand apart. 

Dark Grey Leather

Brown Leather
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THE 
COLLECTIONRich Walnut



2517 Natural Rustic Oak2507 Blond Country Oak

2514 Natural Rustic Pine

2516 Grey Rustic Oak2509 Light Grey Fineline

2513 White Rustic Pine

2518 Grey Mystique Wood

2512 Grey Ash

2519 Brown Mystique Wood

2510 Dark Grey Fineline

2506 Grey Country Oak2520 Light Classic Oak

2515 Brown Rustic Oak2505 Dark Country Oak

2521 Medium Classic Oak

2503 American Oak

2501 Light Cherry

2508 Golden Rustic Oak

2502 Natural Oak

2511 Natural Ash

2500 Rich Oak

2504 Rich Walnut

7¼“ wide x 59¼“ length
185 x 1505mm Bevelled Edges

7“ wide x 48“ length
177.8 x 1219.2mm Bevelled Edges

7“ wide x 48“ length
177.8 x 1219.2mm Bevelled Edges

To authentically replicate the natural beauty of timber planks, the products may contain knots and variations in markings as part of their design.
Although we endeavour to ensure the brochure represents the true colour of each product, we recommend you view an actual sample which we 
shall be pleased to supply, free of charge. Visit polyflor.com and follow the samples link for further details.
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2569 Dark Grey Concrete2567 Light Grey Concrete 2568 Warm Grey Concrete

2542 Champagne Limestone 2543 Jerusalem Limestone 2544 Cathedral Limestone 2545 Ground Limestone

2540 Limed Concrete

2566 Cold Grey Concrete

2541 Black Concrete

2561 Grey Sandstone 2560 Slate

2546 Porcelain Weave 2547 Charcoal Weave 2564 Brown Leather 2565 Dark Grey Leather

18“ wide x 18“ length
457.2 x 457.2mm

23 “ wide x 23 “ length
600 x 600mm Bevelled Edges

18“ wide x 18“ length
457.2 x 457.2mm Bevelled Edges

18“ wide x 18“ length
457.2 x 457.2mm Bevelled Edges

18“ wide x 18“ length
457.2 x 457.2mm

To authentically replicate the natural beauty of stone, slate and concrete, the products may contain variations in markings as part of their design.
Although we endeavour to ensure the brochure represents the true colour of each product, we recommend you view an actual sample which we 
shall be pleased to supply, free of charge. Visit polyflor.com and follow the samples link for further details.
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	 Specifications	 Standards Expona SimpLay PUR	  

	 Type	of	Floorcovering	 EN	649/EN	ISO	10582	 Heterogeneous	

	 Surface	Treatment	 	 PUR

	 Gauge	 EN	428/EN	ISO	24346	 5.0mm

	 Wear	Layer	 EN	429/EN	ISO	24340	 0.7mm

	 Performance	Classification	 EN	685/EN	ISO	10874	 23,	34,	43

	 Tile	Size		 EN	427	 12	tiles,	457	x	457mm	=	2.50m2	

	 	 	 6	tiles,	600	x	600mm	=	2.16m2

	 Plank	Size		 EN	427		 10	planks,	178	x	1219mm	=	2.17m2		

	 	 	 8	planks,	185	x	1505mm	=	2.23m2	

	 Total	Weight	 EN	430/EN	ISO	23997	 8,000g/m2

	 Residual	Indentation	 EN	433/EN	ISO	24343-1	 ≤	0.05mm

	 Abrasion	Resistance	 EN	649	 Group	T	

	 	 EN	ISO	10582	 Type	1

	 Dimensional	Stability	 EN	434/EN	ISO	23999	 ≤	O.1%	max

	 Behaviour	to	Fire	 EN	13501-1	 Class	Bfl-S1

	 Slip	Resistance	 DIN	51130		 R10	
	 	 	 For	safety	flooring	with	sustainable	wet	slip	resistance,	refer	to	Expona	Control	or	Polysafe	ranges	

	 	 EN	13893	 Class	DS	(Dry	Slip)

	 Underfloor	Heating	Suitability	 EN	1264-2	 Suitable,	Max	27°C	

	 Colour	Fastness	to	Artificial	Light	 ISO	105-B02	method	A	 ≥	6	

	 Castor	Chair	Suitability	 EN	425/ISO	4918	 Suitable

	 Impact	Sound	Reduction	 EN	ISO	10140-3	 9dB

	 VOC	Test	 Indoor	Air	Comfort	GOLD	 Eurofins	certified	product	

	 	 AgBB	 Very	Low	Emissions	

	 	 FloorScore	 Certified	product

	 Environmentally	Preferable	Flooring	 Expona	SimpLay	PUR	has	a	generic	BRE	A+	rating	in	the	green	guide	to	specification.	Expona	SimpLay		 	

	 	 PUR	is	100%	recyclable.	Recyclable	via	the	Recofloor	scheme.	Visit	www.polyflor.com/environment

Expona SimpLay 
product construction

	 Polyurethane	reinforcement
	 Clear	and	embossed	wear	layer
	 Decorative	printed	layer
	 Load	bearing	layer
	 Glass	fibre	stabilisation	layer
	 Second	load	bearing	layer
	 Non-skid	honeycomb	backing	layer

Variation	in	colour	and	design	is	a	feature	of	these	products	intended	to	enhance	the	natural	appearance	of	the	floor.

Expona Simplay tiles and planks have been developed for loose lay installation, without the use of adhesive. For certain heavy traffic and rolling 

load applications, or larger-scale heavy commercial environments, Expona SimpLay double sided tape (item code DS004) may be required. 

For further information contact Polyflor.
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Environment and Sustainability

Polyflor have for many decades been recognised as a leading global manufacturer of high quality, high performance floorcoverings. We have 
demonstrated a high level of commitment and endeavour to minimise the impact our products have on the environment. Expona meets these 
requirements with a focus on sustainability and a healthy indoor climate.

All Expona flooring has the prescribed CE mark, as a European declaration of performance and is regularly tested to ensure the exceptional 
standards are continually met. As an example, an annual external inspection of the ingredients and emissions behaviour by Eurofins, one of 
Europe`s leading service providers in the field of analysis, ensures consistent quality.

In specific global markets Expona meets stringent technical requirements. If further information is required, contact Polyflor Customer 
Technical Services.

Expona has achieved the Indoor Air Comfort Gold rating. This certificate, issued by Eurofins, is awarded to products with VOC emissions below 
any globally determined VOC limits.

All Expona flooring is also 100% recyclable and contains average 40% recycled material, and can be reused in materials. The recycled materials 
are integrated into new flooring production insofar as this is possible.

As a member of ERFMI, the European Resilient Flooring Manufacturer`s Institute, Polyflor, a company of James Halstead PLC, supports the ideal 
of sustainable construction and has prepared an Environmental Product Declaration (EPD). Expona floorcoverings have been assessed under 
the EN 15804 programme of the Institute for Construction and Environment (IBU) for the environmental assessment of buildings.

Depending on the product concerned, the flooring is certified with FloorScore, BRE or LEED credits.

ENVIRONMENT
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Visit www.polyflor.com for detailed product and technical information on all collections within the Polyflor portfolio. This award winning 
website runs with easy to follow navigation to help you find exactly what you are looking for. Downloads and free product and literature 
samples can easily be ordered through the site too.

Sample your choice of flooring before you make your final selection, at no cost. We provide complimentary 
product samples to ensure you find the exact floorcovering you are looking for.

To order your free sample of any colour, visit the Polyflor website, as above, call the dedicated  
Polyflor Samples Hotline on +44 (0)161 767 2551 or speak with your local Polyflor provider.

For general information on your specific project, either speak with your local Polyflor provider or contact us directly. 
If you require additional detailed technical data, either visit www.polyflor.com, following links to the technical pages or contact Polyflor 
Customer Technical Services on: Tel: +44 (0)161 767 1912 or Email: tech@polyflor.com

For details of international Expona availability see the back cover of this brochure for global contacts or visit www.polyflor.com and follow 
the Contact Us link.

Website

Sample Service

Contact us

ONLINE
& SAMPLES
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Australia

Polyflor Australia

Tel: +61 3 9215 4400

Tel: 1800 777 425

E-mail: sales@polyflor.com.au

Canada

Polyflor Canada Inc.

Tel: +1 905 364 3000

E-mail: sales@polyflor.ca

China

Polyflor Hong Kong

Tel: +(852) 2865 0101

E-mail: info@polyflor.com.hk

France

James Halstead France SAS

Tel: +33 (0) 8 20 20 32 11

E-mail: info@jhfrance.fr

Germany

objectflor Art und Design Belags GmbH

Tel: +49 (0) 2236 966 330

E-mail: info@objectflor.de

India

Polyflor India Pvt Ltd 

Tel: +91  22 4476 4567

E-mail: info@polyflor.co.in

Ireland

Polyflor Ireland

Tel: +353 (1) 864 9304

E-mail: salesireland@polyflor.com

New Zealand

Polyflor New Zealand

Tel: +64 9 269 1111

Tel: 0800 765 935

E-mail: sales@polyflor.co.nz

Norway

Polyflor Nordic

Tel: +47 23 00 84 00

E-mail: firmapost@polyflor.no

Poland

Polflor Sp. Z o.o.

Tel: +48 (0) 61 820 3155

E-mail: polyflor@polflor.com.pl

Russia

Polyflor Contract Ltd

Tel: +7 (812) 332 42 02

E-mail: info@polyflor.ru

South Africa

Poly Sales Africa (Pty.) Ltd

Tel: +27 11 609 3500

E-mail: info@polyflor.co.za

Sweden

FalckDesign AB

Tel: +46 (0) 300 15820

E-mail: info@falckdesign.com

POLYFLOR   HEAD OFFICE

POLYFLOR LTD.  PO	BOX	3		RADCLIFFE	NEW	ROAD		WHITEFIELD		MANCHESTER		M45	7NR		UK	

UK SALES DIRECT:  +44 (0)161 767 1122  

UK SAMPLE REQUESTS:  +44 (0)161 767 2551 

EXPORT SALES DIRECT: +44 (0)161 767 191 3  

UK FAX:  +44 (0)161 767 1128

EXPORT FAX:  +44 (0)161 767 1166

TECHNICAL SUPPORT: +44 (0)161 767 1912

RECEPTION:  +44 (0)161 767 1111

E-MAIL:  INFO@POLYFLOR.COM

WEBSITE: WWW.POLYFLOR.COM

POLYFLOR   INTERNATIONALTM

www.polyflor.com
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